INFORMATION

When it becomes necessary to replace an amplifier (l15015-l15016) on UHV Ignition System equipped cars, the coil is to be replaced at the same time.

As parts are replaced, they are to be properly tagged (Olds 729 tag furnished with parts) and returned immediately to Delco-Remy, Anderson, Indiana.

Parts should be mailed via Parcel Post.

Information on the 729 tag must include the Dealers' Zone Office City. Shipping labels are included with the parts. One copy of the tag is to be attached to the A.F.A. scrap copy, one copy attached to the A.F.A. and mailed to Lansing and the hard copy is to be attached to the parts.

This is a temporary policy and will apply until further notice.

PARTS INFORMATION

Parts are available in all Zone Offices for this purpose and will be supplied to Dealers no charge.

A.F.A. INFORMATION

A.F.A.'s will be accepted for necessary labor and postage plus any necessary additional parts other than the amplifier and coil. A credit of twenty-five percent of Dealer Net on the amplifier and coil will also be issued on the above parts supplied by the Zone Office. Dealers are to attach a postage receipt, Form No. 3817 (proof of mailing), to the A.F.A. copy.

Service Department
Oldsmobile Division

SUPERCEDED
SEE 67-T-12